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Abstract

Honeybee hygienic behaviour provides colonies with protection from many pathogens

and is an important model system of the genetics of a complex behaviour. It is a textbook

example of complex behaviour under simple genetic control: hygienic behaviour consists

of two components – uncapping a diseased brood cell, followed by removal of the

contents – each of which are thought to be modulated independently by a few loci of

medium to large effect. A worker’s genetic propensity to engage in hygienic tasks affects

the intensity of the stimulus required before she initiates the behaviour. Genetic

diversity within colonies leads to task specialization among workers, with a minority of

workers performing the majority of nest-cleaning tasks. We identify three quantitative

trait loci that influence the likelihood that workers will engage in hygienic behaviour

and account for up to 30% of the phenotypic variability in hygienic behaviour in our

population. Furthermore, we identify two loci that influence the likelihood that a worker

will perform uncapping behaviour only, and one locus that influences removal

behaviour. We report the first candidate genes associated with engaging in hygienic

behaviour, including four genes involved in olfaction, learning and social behaviour, and

one gene involved in circadian locomotion. These candidates will allow molecular

characterization of this distinctive behavioural mode of disease resistance, as well as

providing the opportunity for marker-assisted selection for this commercially significant

trait.

Keywords: disease resistance, eusocial, interval mapping, microsatellite DNA, sociogenomics
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Introduction

The role of genotype in the modulation of behavioural

traits remains controversial. Well-characterized exam-

ples of genes that control the typical behavioural reper-

toire of animals are limited (Peltonen & McKusick 2001;

Glazier et al. 2002; Flint 2003), especially within a social

context (Robinson et al. 2005). Within a society, genes

can play a role in the division of labour among individ-

uals: for example, the gene AmFor has been shown to

influence the age at which honeybee workers initiate

foraging (Ben-Shahar et al. 2002), and several quantita-

tive trait loci (QTLs) have been identified that modulate

foraging (Hunt et al. 1995, 2007; Rüppell et al. 2004)
nce: Peter R. Oxley, Fax: +61 2 9351 4771;

.oxley@usyd.edu.au
and defensive (Hunt et al. 1998, 2007) behaviour. Nev-

ertheless, our understanding of the molecular mecha-

nisms that influence an individual’s likelihood of

engaging in a particular behaviour, and the mechanisms

that allow an individual to perform that behaviour, for

the most part continue to remain elusive.

Hygienic behaviour is a behavioural response of hon-

eybee (Apis mellifera) workers to infection of brood

within their colony. It has evolved as a general mecha-

nism of resistance to brood diseases, and provides sig-

nificant resistance to a number of commercially

important pathogens including Ascosphaera apis (the

causative agent of chalkbrood) (Gilliam et al. 1983; Spi-

vak & Reuter 1998b; Invernizzi 2001), Paenibacillus larvae

(American Foulbrood) (Spivak & Reuter 1998a, 2001)

and Varroa mites (Spivak & Reuter 1998b; Harbo &

Harris 1999). Hygienic behaviour consists of a worker
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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detecting the presence of an infected larva or pupa,

‘uncapping’ the wax cover of a brood cell if the cell

was sealed, and the removal of the diseased individual.

Hygienic behaviour is often used as a textbook exam-

ple of a complex animal behaviour that is under strong

genetic control. In his now classic experiment, Roth-

enbuhler (1964) proposed that the ‘uncapping’ and

‘removal’ components of hygienic behaviour are each

under separate genetic control. Under Rothenbuhler’s

model, workers that are homozygous at a single reces-

sive ‘Uncapping’ locus have a high tendency to uncap

brood cells containing diseased pupae or larvae. Work-

ers that are homozygous at the ‘Removal’ locus have a

high tendency to remove dead brood from an opened

cell. Thus, colonies that have a high proportion of

workers that are homozygous at both loci show a high

level of hygiene and are resistant to brood diseases.

Rothenbuhler’s hypothesis has subsequently been

revised to a multilocus model (Moritz 1988; Spivak &

Reuter 1998c; Lapidge et al. 2002), although it is still

believed that hygienic behaviour is predominantly

influenced by a few loci of moderate to strong effect.

Furthermore, the significant genetic correlation between

uncapping and removal tasks (0.215; Milne 1985) indi-

cates that some loci influence both uncapping and

removal tasks.

Colony-level hygienic behaviour is usually assessed

by measuring the rate at which a colony removes dead

pupae that have been deliberately killed using either a

pin (Spivak & Downey 1998) or by freezing (Spivak &

Reuter 1998c). Assessed in this way, colony-level hygie-

nic behaviour has high heritability (0.65 – Harbo & Har-

ris 1999). It is therefore easy to select strains that have

high colony-level hygienic behaviour and economically

significant disease resistance (see, e.g. Spivak & Gilliam

1998). However, variability in hygienic performance

arising from environmental factors (Spivak & Reuter

1998a) requires that colony evaluation be based on mul-

tiple assessments (e.g. Spivak & Gilliam 1993; Spivak &

Downey 1998). This requirement increases the time and

cost of evaluation and decreases the likelihood of bee

breeders assessing hygienic behaviour in their colonies

(P. R. Oxley, pers. obs.). Thus, identification of loci that

influence hygienic behaviour would not only provide

new insights into how genetic variability can lead to

variability in complex behaviour, but would also allow

the development of marker-assisted selection for this

economically important trait (Oldroyd & Thompson

2007).

Genetic diversity within honeybee colonies has been

shown to increase colony fitness (Jones et al. 2004; Mat-

tila & Seeley 2007; Oldroyd & Fewell 2007; Mattila et al.

2008), and influences the level of hygienic behaviour

and the efficiency at which the individual hygienic
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
componennts are performed (Arathi & Spivak 2001).

The response threshold model of task allocation (Bona-

beau et al. 1998; Beshers & Fewell 2001) suggests that

partitioning of hygienic tasks is the result of differing

genetic propensities for performing each of the tasks in

each worker. This is consistent with the view that all

workers in a colony are capable of performing hygienic

tasks (Wilson-Rich et al. 2009), and that it is only in

rapid hygiene lines that workers are sufficiently stimu-

lated to initiate hygienic behaviour.

If the primary difference between workers is their

tendency to initiate hygienic behaviour (and likelihood

of initiating either uncapping or removing tasks), then

QTLs for hygienic behaviour are most likely to be

related to genes involved in task initiation: genes that

increase an individual worker’s sensitivity to appropri-

ate stimuli (such as odours given off by dead brood;

Swanson et al. 2009). These genes may encode proteins

that interact directly with the stimulus (for example,

odour receptors and odour binding proteins), or they

may be regulatory proteins further up or down the bio-

chemical cascade (for example, transcription factors).

Other likely candidates are genes that influence a work-

er’s interactions with other bees, or that influence learn-

ing and memory. Octopamine has been shown to be

necessary for the formation of olfactory memory (Faroo-

qui et al. 2003), and is released in higher quantities in

the brains of rapid hygienic workers than in slow

hygienic workers when presented with an appropriate

odour stimulus (Spivak et al. 2003).

Lapidge et al. (2002) produced 63 colonies that segre-

gated for hygienic behaviour at the colony level.

Although their cross allows identification of QTLs for

colony-level hygienic behaviour, the design places logis-

tical limitations on the number of backcross colonies

that can be evaluated. Nonetheless, Lapidge et al.

(2002) produced a partial linkage map using randomly

amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers, which

was then used to identify seven suggestive QTLs. How-

ever, Lapidge et al. failed to identify the expected two

(Rothenbuhler 1964) (or perhaps three: Moritz 1988)

large QTLs accounting for most of the variance in

hygienic behaviour among colonies. Instead, Lapidge

et al. found seven suggestive loci each of small effect.

Lapidge et al. therefore rejected Rothenbuhler’s (1964)

two locus Mendelian model, and suggested that hygie-

nic behaviour has a multilocus, quantitative mode of

inheritance, as proposed by Spivak & Reuter (1998a).

The use of a single hybrid queen backcrossed to a

hygienic drone results in the segregation of alleles

related to hygienic behaviour among individual work-

ers. These workers can then be scored for their

responses to dead brood. Compared with the cross uti-

lized by Lapidge et al., this design has the major advan-
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tage that a large number of workers can be phenotyped

within the same colony at the same time, and allows

identification of QTLs for not only overall hygienic

behaviour, but also QTLs for uncapping and removal

tasks.

In this study, we attempt to confirm the existence of

QTLs that influence the propensity of workers to

engage in hygienic behaviour, based on the behaviour

of individual workers, rather than the behaviour of

whole colonies. We also attempt to identify the location

of the QTLs within the honey bee genome.
Materials and methods

Backcross and observations

Hygienic queens and drones were obtained from the

University of Minnesota breeding programme. First

established in 1993, this programme has produced rapid

and slow hygienic behaviour lines by recurrent selec-

tion (Spivak 1996). Colonies with rapid hygienic behav-

iour when exposed to �200 cells of freeze-killed brood

will uncap and remove all dead brood in 48 h, whereas

slow hygiene colonies still have not removed all frozen

brood after a week (Spivak 1996). A hybrid queen (the

daughter of a hygienic queen mated to a drone from a

slow hygienic colony) was artificially inseminated using

semen from a single drone from a rapid hygienic col-

ony.

Twenty-one days after the hybrid queen was insemi-

nated, we removed two combs of emerging brood from

the backcross colony and incubated the combs over-

night (34�, 50% RH). We individually marked five-hun-

dred 1-day-old workers over 2 days using a

combination of paint marks on their abdomen and

numbered tags on their thorax. The marked workers

were introduced into a two-frame observation hive,

containing a genotypically slow hygienic queen, brood

and workers. Approximately half of the introduced

workers were immediately rejected by the host colony,

so a further 250 workers were marked the following

day and introduced into the colony.

Fifteen days after the workers were introduced, a

4 · 6 cm portion of the brood comb was removed (�160

cells), and replaced with brood comb, which had been

frozen at )4� for 48 h to kill the brood and then allowed

to return to ambient temperature. The freeze-killed brood

was replaced every day at 09:00 and 17:00 h for 8 days.

To minimize the number of hygienic acts that went unob-

served, the freeze-killed brood was only placed on the

side of the comb that was being recorded.

Worker behaviour of all bees on the section of freeze-

killed brood and adjacent comb was recorded 24 h a

day for 8 days. Video recordings were observed on a
15-inch television monitor (Phase Alternating Line;

PAL) and the behaviour of individual workers noted.

Each marked worker that was present on the freeze-

killed brood was observed for signs of uncapping

(removing the wax brood cap with her mandibles),

removing (physically pulling a pupa out of its cell), cell

cleaning ⁄ investigating (placing her head ⁄ body inside a

cell), walking, autogrooming or remaining stationary on

the comb.

Each instance of hygienic behaviour – both uncapping

and removing tasks – was given a weighting to reflect

the time spent performing the task: from 1 (briefly) to 5

(>30 s). Once marked workers were observed to have

started foraging (8 days after the start of the observa-

tions), all marked workers were removed from the hive

and stored in 99% ethanol. Observational data were

acquired for a total of 431 workers that were collec-

tively observed to perform tasks related to hygienic

behaviour 2991 times. Due to worker deaths arising

from foraging or other unidentified means, only 149 of

the original workers were successfully recaptured for

genotyping and used in the QTL analyses.
Data analyses

For each marked worker, we developed a phenotypic

score for overall hygienic behaviour. Each incidence of

hygienic behaviour was multiplied by the duration of

the activity, to give a weighted score indicative of the

total time spent performing hygienic behaviour. These

weighted scores were then summed for each worker, to

give a total hygienic score. These data were then cube-

root transformed (as in (Ober et al. 2001; Zhu et al.

2007) to improve their approximation to a normal distri-

bution (D’Agostino–Pearson test: before transformation

K2 = 50, P < 0.0001; after transformation K2 = 7.804,

P = 0.0202). Workers with a transformed score of <2

exhibit extremely low levels of hygienic behaviour,

whereas workers with scores >4 exhibit extremely high

levels of hygienic behaviour. The individual compo-

nents of hygienic behaviour – uncapping and removal –

were also weighted and cube-root transformed, then

subject to independent analysis. When analysing the

population distribution of the proportion of uncapping

or removing performed by individuals, only workers

that performed hygienic behaviours more than six times

were considered.
DNA extraction and genotyping

Over the course of the project, DNA was successively

extracted from legs, head, and thorax, of the 149 marked

workers using a high salt-extraction method (Aljanabi &

Martinez 1997). DNA samples were air-dried and then
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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resuspended in 100 lL 0.5 · Tris–EDTA buffer. Individu-

als were genotyped at 437 microsatellite loci (Solignac

et al. 2007) distributed across all 16 chromosomes. For

each locus, the 5-lL PCR reaction mix comprised a fluor-

escently labelled tag (PET ⁄ FAM ⁄ NED ⁄ VIC-CCTGGCG

ACTCCTGGAG; Applied Biosystems) at a final concen-

tration of 0.25 lM, 0.0165 lM tagged reverse primers

(CCTGGCGACTCCTGGAG-RevPrimer) and 0.25 lM

forward primer. To improve PCR fidelity, we used a

‘touchdown’ PCR protocol whereby Ta was decreased

from 58� to 52� in single-degree increments, with five

cycles per degree.

Amplified products were electrophoresed in a 3130xl

DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). We subsequently

visualized and acquired individual genotypes at each

locus using the associated software (GeneMapper Soft-

ware 3.7; Applied Biosystems).
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Interval mapping

Interval mapping was performed on all 149 collected

individuals (for total hygienic behaviour and analysis

of the individual components – uncapping and

removal) using Map-Manager QTX (Manly et al. 2001),

with the Kosambi mapping function. Linkage maps

were constructed using microsatellite positions from

Solignac et al. (2007). Statistical significance of

putative QTL was calculated for a genome-wide

error rate of 5% through permutation (Churchill &

Doerge 1994; 2000 iterations). For suggestive QTLs,

significance was determined through permutation

(Churchill & Doerge 1994; 1000 iterations) for each

chromosome independently. Suggestive QTL were

declared when the highest log of odds (LOD) score

identified in a chromosome returned a P-value <0.05,

and a q-value <0.02 [i.e. a false discovery rate (FDR)

invoking <0.2 type I error among all suggestive QTL

declared]. Confidence intervals were determined

for each QTL identified using three methods:

bootstrapping (Visscher et al. 1996; 1000 iterations),

1.5 LOD support (Dupuis & Siegmund 1999) and

numerically (Darvasi & Soller 1997).
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Fig. 1 Frequency distribution of total hygienic counts of indi-

vidual worker bees. The number of workers in a population

segregating for hygienic behaviour that were observed uncap-

ping or removing dead brood, at varying frequencies, over an

observation period of 8 days. The light bars indicate the total

number of workers observed (n = 431). The dark bars indicate

the subset of workers in each category that were collected and

genotyped (n = 149).
Identification of candidate genes

The confidence intervals for each QTL identified for

hygienic behaviour were used to identify possible gene

candidates. When possible, gene orthologs were identi-

fied for each gene located within the confidence interval

using the NCBI database. These orthologs were then

used to identify gene function using the Gene Ontology

database (The Gene Ontology Consortium 2000).

Because hygienic behaviour is known to be affected

by olfaction (Masterman et al. 2000, 2001), social
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
environment (Arathi & Spivak 2001) and neuro-modula-

tors (Spivak et al. 2003), candidate genes were selected

based on GO definitions related to these functions, as

well as functions associated with gene regulation (e.g.

transcription factors).
Results

Observations

A total of 431 tagged backcross workers were observed

on the frozen comb sections over the 8-day period. Of

these, 164 (38%) were never observed performing any

hygienic activity, and 22 (5%) engaged in hygienic

behaviour more than five times per day on average

(Fig. 1). Task partitioning was minimal among the 102

workers that performed hygienic tasks six or more

times over the entire observation period, with only nine

individuals (9%) exclusively uncapping or removing

(Fig. 2). All levels of hygienic behaviour observed were

represented in the workers that were genotyped (Figs 1

and 2).
QTL analysis

From 437 microsatellite markers genotyped, 155 were

capable of discriminating between maternal rapid
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Fig. 2 The relative proportion of time workers engaged in

uncapping or removal behaviour. Time is expressed as the pro-

portion of time spent performing uncapping behaviour: a score

of 1 indicates that the individual was never observed perform-

ing removal behaviour, and spent 100% of its time uncapping

cells. A score of 0 indicates a worker never performed uncap-

ping behaviour. Only workers observed performing hygienic

tasks more than six times were analysed. The light bars indi-

cate the total number of workers observed (n = 102). The dark

bars indicate the subset of workers in each category that were

collected and genotyped (n = 63).

Table 1 Quantitative trait locus (QTL) for total time workers

engaged in hygienic behaviour

QTL

Hyg1 Hyg2 Hyg3

Position Chr 2,

317.5 cM

Chr 5,

190 cM

Chr 16,

30 cM

Nearest marker K0263 A0058 K1601

LOD score 2.758 2.743 1.242

P-value† 0.024* 0.01 0.006

q-Value‡ 0.117 0.073 0.073

Effect size )1.189§ +1.248 )1.426§

% Variance

explained

8 13 9

*The result is significant at 5% genome-wide error rate,

calculated through permutation (Churchill & Doerge 1994;

2000 iterations).
†P-values were determined through permutation (Churchill &

Doerge 1994; 1000 iterations) of each chromosome.
‡q-values indicate the minimum false discovery rate invoked

when the given test is considered significant.
§A negative effect sign indicates that homozygous individuals

have higher hygienic counts.

Fig. 3 Effect of genotype at three quantitative trait loci on

hygienic behaviour inferred from nearest marker. Workers

were genotyped at the nearest marker to Hyg1-3, and the total

number of hygienic alleles summed for each worker. One-way

ANOVA indicates a significant effect of the number of hygienic

alleles carried per worker on her hygienic behaviour score:

F3,119 = 11.756, P < 0.001. Twenty-nine workers of the 149 for

which behavioural data were available did not have genotypes

at all three loci, and were therefore excluded from the analysis.

Data represent mean ± SEM (n = 120).
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hygiene and maternal slow hygiene alleles (the

remaining 282 were monomorphic). These ‘informative’

markers were used to produce a linkage map with

an average interval of 27.7 cM between markers.

In total, 86.3% of the genome was <25 cM from a

marker, and 98.8% of the genome was <50 cM from

a marker.

One significant QTL (Hyg1) for the time spent per-

forming all hygienic tasks was detected on chromosome

2 (P < 0.05, genome-wide error rate). This QTL

accounted for 8% of the total phenotypic variation

(Table 1). Two suggestive QTLs (Hyg2 and Hyg3; P-val-

ues <0.05, q-values <0.02) for total hygienic behaviour

were identified on chromosomes 5 and 16. These loci

accounted for 13% and 9% of the total phenotypic vari-

ation respectively (Table 1).

The total number of hygienic alleles present at Hyg1,

2 and 3 were counted for each worker (Table 1). The

total time engaged in all hygienic tasks by workers car-

rying two or more hygienic alleles was significantly

greater than the time engaged by workers carrying one

or no hygienic alleles (Fig. 3; F3,119 = 11.756, P < 0.001).

Two suggestive QTLs for the uncapping component

(Uncap1 and 2; P-values <0.05, q-values <0.02) and one
QTL for the removing component (Rem1; P-value <0.05,

q-value <0.02) were also identified (Table 2).

Confidence intervals for the QTLs varied considerably

depending on the method used (Table 3), although

bootstrapping consistently gave the most conservative

results. A semi-conservative confidence interval yielded

�100 genes per QTL (Table 3).
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 2 Suggestive quantitative trait locus (QTL) for propen-

sity to engage in an individual component of hygienic behav-

iour

QTL

Uncap1 Uncap2 Rem1

Component Uncapping Uncapping Removal

Position Chr 9,

218 cM

Chr 16,

0 cM

Chr 10,

98 cM

Nearest marker AT128 K1601 AC074

LOD score 2.253 1.781 1.928

P-value* 0.033 0.030 0.022

q-Value† 0.264 0.264 0.286

Effect size )0.753‡ )0.73‡ +0.745

% Variance

explained

7% 7% 6%

*P-values were determined through permutation (Churchill &

Doerge 1994; 1000 iterations) of each chromosome.
†q-Values indicate the minimum false discovery rate invoked

when the given test is considered significant.
‡A negative effect sign indicates that homozygous individuals

have higher uncapping counts.

Table 3 Comparison of confidence interval position and

length (cM) obtained from bootstrapping, LOD interval and

Darvasi methods

QTL

Hyg1 Hyg2 Hyg3

b ⁄ s CI95* 295 (18–318) 187 (28–215) 116 (0–116)

b ⁄ s CI80† 213 (115–318) 63 (134–197) 26 (0–26)

1.5 LOD

interval

12 (306–318) 68‡ (154–222) na

Darvasi CI95 44.5‡ (295–339.5) 27.4 (176–203.4) 39.5‡ (10–49.5)

Number of

genes

identified

111 127 101

Parentheses delimit the location of confidence interval on the

chromosome (cM).

*Bootstrapping 95% confidence interval (Visscher et al. 1996;

1000 iterations).
†Bootstrapping 80% confidence interval (Visscher et al. 1996;

1000 iterations).
‡Confidence interval selected for candidate gene screening. The

total number of genes located within the interval is indicated

on the bottom row.
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Discussion

We have identified three QTLs that influence a honey

bee worker’s propensity to engage in hygienic behav-

iour, as well as three suggestive QTLs that influence

task partitioning among hygienic bees. These results
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
provide evidence for the existence of genetic loci

responsible for modifying task-threshold levels among

individuals, as well suggesting the existence of loci that

influence single components within a complex behav-

iour, as originally postulated by Rothenbuhler (Roth-

enbuhler 1964).

Combined, the one significant (Hyg1) and two sugges-

tive QTLs (tentatively named Hyg2 and Hyg3) for hygie-

nic behaviour are estimated to explain 30% of the

phenotypic variance for total hygienic behaviour in our

mapping population. The QTL effect is likely to be

overestimated (Lande & Thompson 1990). Nonetheless,

this estimate does provide an upper bound on the vari-

ance explained. The heritability of hygienic behaviour is

�0.6 (Harbo & Harris 1999; Lapidge et al. 2002), indi-

cating that our QTLs account for, at most, half the

genetic variance typically observed in populations. The

remaining genetic variance is probably explained by

undetected QTLs of small effect, and perhaps to factors

unrelated to uncapping and removing studied here.

With an average marker spacing of 27 cM, the power of

our study to detect a QTL explaining 10% of the pheno-

typic variation is �0.95 (Rebai et al. 1995). The power

to detect a QTL explaining 2% is <0.4 (Rebai et al.

1995). Therefore, the chance that QTLs of substantially

larger effect than those we have identified remained

undetected in our study is very low, but QTLs with

small effect are quite likely to have remained unde-

tected. Our data therefore provide further support for a

multilocus model of hygienic behaviour (Spivak & Re-

uter 1998a).

The large variation in overall hygienic performance

among individual workers (Fig. 1), as well as the signif-

icant segregation of task performance among genotypes,

(Fig. 3) is consistent with a task-threshold model of task

allocation (Beshers & Fewell 2001; Oldroyd & Thomp-

son 2007), and a genetic basis for variation in the

response threshold of workers (Calderone & Page 1991;

Jones et al. 2004). Rothenbuhler’s model of complete

segregation of hygienic tasks based on genotype is not

supported by our findings of suggestive QTLs for the

individual components of hygienic behaviour (tenta-

tively named Uncap1 and 2, and Rem1). These minor

loci explain, at most, 14% of a worker’s variation in

task performance (Table 2), whereas the major QTLs

that affect both uncapping and removal behaviour

explain more than 30% of total phenotypic variance.

We propose that the likelihood of a worker perform-

ing either uncapping or removal is determined by a

genetically influenced threshold. Therefore, when there

is an overabundance of stimulus (or insufficient work-

ers), the threshold for uncapping and removing will be

exceeded in most workers. Only when there are a suffi-

ciently high number of workers (or low stimulus) will
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Table 4 Candidate genes based on GO annotation of gene or-

thologs identified within 95% confidence interval for QTL

Hyg1 on chromosome 2

Category Gene ID

Additional associated

GO definitions

GB13839 Long term memory;

olfactory learning

Behavioural

modification

GB12228 Transcription coactivator

activity; circadian

regulation of gene

expression; synapse

assembly;

neurotransmitter

secretion

GB12301 Social behaviour;

transcription activator

activity

Odorant

receptors

GB11135 Odorant binding protein

ASP1

GB19509 Olfactory behaviour

Neuron

function ⁄
development

GB18541 Transcription factor

GB19838 Similar to CG9403-PA,

isoform A transcription

factor activity; CNS

development

GB11204

GB17042

GB15412

GB18005

GB17360 Transcription factor

GB14982 Mushroom body

development;

behavioural response

to ethanol

Receptor activity GB19351 Ecdysone binding

GB12722

GB10700 Determination of adult

life-span

GB19512

Transcription

factor ⁄ transcription

activator activity

GB13500

GB19476
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task partitioning arise (as observed in Arathi & Spivak

2001).

The distribution of hygienic behaviour scores (Fig. 1)

and a general lack of task partitioning between uncap-

ping and removing behaviour among individual work-

ers (Fig. 2) is consistent with the observations of

worker behaviour when genetically hygienic bees are

the minority of the population of a colony (Arathi &

Spivak 2001). In these circumstances, stimuli for both

uncapping and removal are high, and exceed the task

thresholds for both uncapping and removal for most

workers. When the task threshold is exceeded for most

workers, the power to detect QTLs for individual tasks

is diminished, as the tasks performed by each worker

are less likely to segregate with genotype.

We chose to use an FDR for the detection of sugges-

tive QTL rather than the genome-wide significance

level. This reduces type II errors arising from imple-

mentation of an excessively conservative genome-wide

significance threshold (Storey & Tibshirani 2003). FDR

also reduces the opposite risk of inflating the number of

type I errors arising from simply using a lower gen-

ome-wide threshold (e.g. P-value = 0.63 Lander &

Kruglyak 1995). This is because the FDR provides weak

control of family-wise type I error (Benjamini & Hoch-

berg 1995). This means that when there are no true

QTLs, the FDR is equivalent to the family-wise error

rate. In our case, the FDR is 0.2, making it stricter than

Lander and Kruglyak’s 0.63.

The sizes of the confidence intervals varied with

the methods used for their calculation (see Materials

and methods and Table 3). Bootstrapping has been

shown to overestimate the size of confidence intervals,

as a result of a peak bias towards markers (Manic-

haikul et al. 2006). The 1.5 LOD interval method

(Lander & Botstein 1989) can reliably be used when

the QTL LOD score is high (Mangin et al. 1994;

Dupuis & Siegmund 1999), although the confidence

value for a given interval is dependent on marker

spacing (Dupuis & Siegmund 1999) and is underesti-

mated for lower LOD scores (Mangin et al. 1994). The

empirical formula given by Darvasi & Soller (1997)

assumes a dense marker map, although this may not

be necessary depending on the size of the true confi-

dence interval (Darvasi & Soller 1997). Nevertheless,

in our study, the results obtained with Darvasi’s

empirical method approximate the results from the

1.5 LOD interval method.

Given the above, for a preliminary search for candi-

date genes, we have taken the more conservative (i.e.

larger) of the LOD interval and empirical 95% confi-

dence intervals for Hyg1 and Hyg2, and the empirical

method for Hyg3 (as the 1.5 LOD interval method can-

not be applied to this QTL).
Candidate genes

Using the conservatively chosen confidence intervals for

Hyg1, 2 and 3, a total of 339 known and putative genes

were identified. Of these, 218 had orthologs with Gene

Ontology annotations (The Gene Ontology Consortium

2000). Tables 4–6 summarize the candidate genes that

may be involved in the regulation of task threshold for

hygienic behaviour, based on their positions within the

QTL we have identified, and their putative functions
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Table 5 Candidate genes based on GO annotation of gene or-

thologs identified within 95% confidence interval for quantita-

tive trait locus Hyg2 on chromosome 5

Category Gene ID

Additional associated

GO definitions

Receptor binding GB12487

Neuron function ⁄
development

GB11846 Neuron adhesion; synapse

organization; axon

extension; nerve

maturation; dendrite

morphogenesis

Transcription

factor ⁄ transcription

activator activity

GB17582

GB16989

GB11114

Table 6 Candidate genes based on GO annotation of gene or-

thologs identified within 95% confidence interval for quantita-

tive trait locus Hyg3 on chromosome 16

Category Gene ID

Additional associated

GO definitions

GB11352 Pheromone metabolic

process; adult feeding

behaviour; transcription

activator ⁄ repressor activity

Neuron

function ⁄
development

Abd-A Transcription factor activity

GB10249 Determination of adult

lifespan

GB17099 Nervous system

development; regulation

of transcription

Transcription

factor ⁄
transcription

activator activity

GB18285

LOC413529 RNA binding

GB18029
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based on GO definitions. Of particular interest, we

observed four genes associated with Hyg 1 that are

involved in pathways affecting behaviour or olfactory

learning (Table 4).

Pupal body fluid has been shown to be an important

stimulus for eliciting hygienic behaviour (Gramacho &

Spivak 2003). Furthermore, workers that perform hygie-

nic behaviour are better able to discriminate between

odours from healthy and diseased brood than other

workers (Masterman et al. 2000) and (Swanson et al.

2009), indicating that olfactory pathways play an impor-
� 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
tant role in hygienic behaviour. Within the confidence

interval of the Hyg1 QTL lie three genes that are

involved in either odour reception or odour-mediated

behavioural responses (Table 4). Asp1 is expressed

exclusively in antennal olfactory areas of honeybees

(Danty et al. 1999) and has been shown to exhibit pher-

omone-binding properties (Danty et al. 1999), although

only to queen pheromones to date; SRY Interacting Pro-

tein 1 influences odour avoidance behaviour in Drosoph-

ila (Sambandan et al. 2006), whereas the loss of function

mutants of sra (CG6072) in Drosophila exhibits a lack of

long-term memory, as determined through olfactory

memory tests (Chang et al. 2003).

Circadian rhythms regulate many complex behav-

iours of the honey bee, including the olfactory response

of antennal chemosensory cells (Krishnan et al. 1999).

Of interest here is the finding that overexpression of

nejire decreases rhythmicity of Drosophila locomotion

(Hung et al. 2007). Changes in Similar to nejire may

therefore alter the movement workers within the hive

and therefore to the likelihood of receiving the dead

brood stimulus. In comparison, workers that perform

the ‘undertaker’ behaviour in colonies have been shown

to spend more time at the bottom of the hive near the

nest entrance (Trumbo et al. 1997).
Conclusions

This study has utilized the microsatellite-based linkage

map of the honeybee to identify QTLs that influence

the likelihood that workers will engage in hygienic

behaviour. The QTLs identified provide further confir-

mation of the multilocus nature of hygienic behaviour

as identified by Moritz (1988) and Spivak & Reuter

(1998c). Nevertheless, we have also shown that each

component of hygienic behaviour is regulated by some

independent genetic loci, as originally proposed by

Rothenbuhler (1964). Hygienic behaviour therefore

remains an excellent model system for improving our

understanding of the genetics of a complex animal

behaviour.

Analysis of genes linked to the QTLs for overall

hygienic behaviour has provided a number of candidate

genes for further study, particularly for Hyg1. If a com-

bination of fine mapping and expression studies can be

used to identify which of the candidates are responsible

for variation in hygienic phenotype, then a system for

marker-assisted selection could be developed for this

commercially important trait (Oldroyd & Thompson

2007). Because Hyg1-3 can successfully predict the level

of hygienic performance of individuals, selection of col-

onies based on the genotypes of individuals at these

loci also has the potential to provide commercially sig-

nificant increases in disease resistance.
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